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Abstract
In the last several years, substantial contributions have been made in the de-
velopment of techniques to transform and store eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) [3] data into relational database models. Although there exists a rich
literature in this field, none of the existing procedures provides a complete so-
lution in a single framework. Many of the existing solutions describe ways to
automate parts of the conversion. However, a purely automated approach has
limitations. Due to the heterogeneous and hierarchical nature of XML for a given
input, there can be numerous reasonable relational schemas and automated sys-
tems may not be able to reach all such possible schemas. Our hypothesis is that a
human-guided tool can help to identify appropriate relational schemas in complex
XML documents for use in highly structured data applications.
We propose an integrated system that provides an end-to-end solution for the
user-guided mapping of XML into relational data. Our system accomplishes the
translation in three stages: (1) Parse an XML Schema Definition (XSD) [15] file
to suggest relational schemas; (2) allow users to alter the schema using a user
interface to determine appropriate schemas; and (3) populate relational tables us-
ing an input XML document. The system extracts key information from the XSD
input file and introduces new constraints, wherever required, as keys are crucial
for querying the resulting relations. The user interface is an essential component
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of our system. It enables users to perform additional, meaning-driven operations
on the suggested schema to achieve application-specific relational schemas.
The Digital Latin Library (DLL) [1] is a large, collaborative project to build an
open collaborative environment for exploring critical editions of Latin texts and
facilitating scholarly conversations. In particular, new and existing visualizations
of relational data are being developed to support these goals. The Text Encoding
Initiative (TEI) [5] is often used for the representation of critical editions. TEI is
a markup language to create digital versions of texts as highly structured XML
documents. To help achieve the DLL objectives, we are applying our system to
read TEI structure into a relational data model in the Improvise visualization
environment [26, 27]. This data model, in turn, supports the development of a




Critical editions are attempts by scholars to reconstruct texts from fragmen-
tary sources with the most appropriate original meaning. In general, scholars
choose an authoritative manuscript and “correct” it using variations from other
manuscripts. Critical editions encourage readers to think about the work, deeply,
beyond the particular manuscript presentation. They also provide details about
the work’s sources, historical context, form, and style. The Text Encoding Initia-
tive (TEI) [5] defines guidelines to provide methods for encoding critical editions.
Scholars are interested in the hidden patterns of information in the recon-
struction choices and reconstructed text of critical editions, but querying these
patterns directly against a TEI document can be complicated and slow. Trans-
forming this XML-based information in these documents into more structured
form, such as a relational data model is highly desirable to help as scholars query
more deeply to look for meaningful insights in critical editions. Storing the TEI-
encoded critical editions in a highly structured form allows scholars to query
and analyze the data by performing operations like sorting, grouping, filtering.
These capabilities promise to help scholars greatly in reducing the time and ef-
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fort needed to identify anomalies and interesting regions in a text. Since TEI is
a formal markup language that relies on XML standards, our work concentrates
on storing and querying XML data.
The conventional procedures to store and query XML data involve file sys-
tems, relational databases, and object-oriented databases. Storing XML data in
a file system is convenient and portable but often does not support efficient data
queries. Object-oriented databases are generally not structured for processing
complex relational queries on large databases. There is considerable interest in us-
ing relational database systems, as they support complex queries and can be built
on top of powerful and reliable data management services [10,13,14,16,18,21–25].
Moreover, due to the wide popularity of the XML format, a very large volumes
of formatted XML data is available online. Correspondingly, there is a growing
need for relational access and processing of XML data.
In the Digital Latin Library project, data visualization techniques will play a
central role in a collaborative system enabling scholars to analyze, interact, and
comment on Latin texts. Visualization is the graphical representation of data to
help users obtain understanding and draw conclusions about data. Improvise,
a visualization environment that enables users to build sophisticated interactive
visualizations [26,27], is the basis for developing visualizations. Improvise accepts
primarily relational data as its input. So, to develop data visualizations for critical
editions, it is highly desirable to first transform Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)
formatted documents into relational datasets.
Towards this aim, our thesis work contributes a system that provides a semi-
automated, flexible, schema-aware mapping technique to transform XML data
into its equivalent relational data model and allows users to choose and customize
the most appropriate relational model for their data analysis and visualization
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purposes.
One of the significant challenges for developers is to exchange data among
various incompatible systems over the Internet. XML, (eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage) is a common choice for data exchange and integration over the Internet
because diverse applications can read documents in this format. XML is self-
descriptive and a simple text-based format to specify structures in a document.
The roots of XML evolved from an older standard format, called Standard Gen-
eralized Markup Language (SGML), in order to be more suitable for web use.
XML is the standard choice for data exchange between different organizations
for several reasons. XML tags form the foundation of XML; by using tags, one
can describe the meaning of the content. New tags and attributes can be defined,
document structures can be nested to any level of complexity, and documents
can be validated against a schema specification.
As applications manipulate an increasing volume of XML data, there is a
growing need for secure systems to store and query XML documents. A major
hurdle of this approach is the need to overcome conflicts between XML and
relational data models. Whereas XML data is hierarchical and ordered in nature,
relational data models are flat, unordered, and potentially spread across multiple
tables. Schema mapping, data mapping, and query mapping assist in overcoming
these differences.
• Schema Mapping: This process can involve two different approaches, schema-
oblivious and schema-aware. In schema-oblivious XML storage, the final
relational schema is independent of the input XML document and employs a
fixed, generic, relational database schema. Schema-aware techniques utilize
input schema specification documents to help determine relational schemas.
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To translate the ordered nature of the XML data model into a relational
database, one can map any of the XML order encoding schemes by append-
ing additional columns to handle ordinals of XML elements.
• Data Mapping: Data mapping shreds an input XML document to populate
the tables of a relational database generated during the schema mapping
phase. This phase is also known as XML document shredding. Various
reliable XML parsers are available that shred input XML documents.
• Query Mapping: To query XML data stored in a relational database, one
should map the XML queries into equivalent relational queries (SQL state-
ments). This mapping is known as query mapping. Numerous researchers
propose the use relational databases for storing and querying XML docu-
ments in order to receive the benefits from sophisticated technologies such
as query optimization, transaction management, concurrency control, data
security and many more available in database management systems.
In summary, to transform an XML document into relational tables takes three
steps. The first step is to map the tree structure of the XML document to an
equivalent, flat relational schema, using a suitable schema mapping approach.
Then, the relational tables are populated by shredding the input XML document.
Finally, at runtime, XML queries are translated into SQL and submitted to the
RDMBS to fetch the desired result set.
There exists a rich literature of techniques to manage XML documents in
relational databases. Many commercial database management systems support
XML storage. Nevertheless, none of the mapping techniques or platforms are
able to address all the translation ambiguities. Many approaches oppose the phi-
losophy of accepting technical inputs from users [17]. The rationale is that XML
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and relational data are too complex and diverse for most users to make appropri-
ate decisions about schema structure. However, TEI document encode extremely
complicated hierarchical and associative relationships. Fully automatic transla-
tion produces nearly unreadable collections of tables with many meaningless key
identifiers.
To overcome this limitation, we propose an XML to relational transforma-
tion system that allows users to manually customize an automatically suggested
schema. The suggested schema incorporates several mapping strategies from the
existing literature and appends certain new strategies related to identity con-
straints. The system parses an input schema document and suggests a relational
schema on which users can perform certain operations to specify an appropri-
ate, meaningful schema for their application. The operations include split tables,
merge tables, delete a table, delete columns, rename table, and reset schema.
These operations are simple to perform and do not require users to have ad-
vanced knowledge of either XML or relational models. The system employs the
a form-based user interface to help users perform the operations.
Once a user finalizes a schema, the system prompts them for a corresponding
XML document. It then extracts values from the input document to populate
tables of the schema. The system uses XML tag paths in the schema document
as XPath strings to extract tag and attribute values for storage in tables.
The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a glimpse of several technologies employed in our sys-
tem implementation. These technologies include TEI, XML, XML struc-
ture constraints, XML Schema Definition Language (XSD), and Relational
Database Model Systems (RDBMS).
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• Chapter 3 describes some of the more substantial contributions described in
the literature about XML-to-relational mapping techniques, and strategies
our system inherits from them. It also lists their drawbacks and how our
current system advances the existing systems.
• Chapter 4 describes the design specifications, system implementation, user
interface and schema operations of our system, with supporting examples.
• Chapter 5 describes the shredding of TEI documents using our mapping
technique, along with a system analysis.
• Chapter 6 concludes by reviewing the contributions of thesis and outlining




It is a well-known fact that digital computers can only store and process binary
system information i.e., bits. Hence, it is essential to transform data present
in the form of letters, numbers, pictures and others into an equivalent binary
system to make it suitable for computer processing. The transformation of data
from other systems into bits is known as encoding and if this transformation is
from text to binary then it is known as character encoding. Character encoding
fails to convey information regarding meta-data like semantics or structure of a
text. Text encoding provides meta information through the means of markup
language.
2.1 Text Encoding Initiative
The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is a standard for the representation of texts
in digital form. A community of scholars, mainly from humanities, social sciences,
and linguistics, are organized into a consortium that develops and maintains this
standard. Earlier versions of TEI offered a choice of using Standard Generalized
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Markup Language (SGML) or eXtensible Markup Language (XML). In the latest
version, TEI can be expressed only in XML. TEI is widely accepted by libraries,
museums, publishers, and individual scholars to present texts for online research,
teaching, and preservation.
Scholarly editions of texts often record some or all of the known variations
among different witnesses to the text. Witnesses to a text may include authorial
or other manuscripts, printed editions of the work. The TEI provides methods
for encoding these critical editions.
2.2 Extensible Markup Language
Extensible Markup Language (XML) can be used to represent the structure
of text documents. Its origin is from Standard Generalized Markup Language
(SGML) and is defined by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) XML 1.0 Spec-
ification. Both markup languages are machine-readable and human-readable,
as they include tags that are distinguishable from the text. Tags are regular
words, much like the keywords used in programming languages, making markup
languages readily human-readable.
There are three main general categories of markup languages, presentational
markup, procedural markup and descriptive markup. XML falls under the cate-
gory of descriptive markup system, as it represents text components of documents
rather than presentation or procedural information. Unlike other markup lan-
guages, XML places no limitations on the set of permissible tags and imposes
limited rules on their usage, which makes the design of the language quite sim-
ple. As the name suggests, XML is extensible; a given set of tags can always have
new tags added. The logical structure of an XML document includes a root ele-
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ment, parent elements, child elements, attributes within elements and comments.
The order in which elements occur in an XML document can be significant.
XML documents are legal if they are well-formed and valid. A well-formed XML
document has the following characteristics:
• only one root element, which contains all other elements;
• all Elements must be properly nested; and
• each opening tag must have a closing tag.
A valid XML document must satisfy following criteria:
• it is well-formed, and
• it is consistent with the grammatical rules specified in a schema definition
document (which may be XSD, DTD, or other schema description format).
An XML document must be well-formed but being valid is optional.
2.3 Constraints on XML Structure
As mentioned earlier, XML is flexible and easy to compose, but these benefits of
XML come with certain tradeoffs. For example, two documents containing the
same information may be created with distinct XML tag names, as there is no
restriction on the set of legitimate tags. This results in different XML documents
representing the same data, making processing of these documents a more diffi-
cult task. To overcome such complications, we need supporting documents that
specify the constraints on the legal structure and contents of XML documents.
Schema language documents, like Document Type Definition (DTDs), Regular
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Language for XML Next Generation (Relax-NG), and W3C XML Schema Def-
inition (XSD) accomplish this objective. In addition, schema documents serve
the purpose of validating XML documents.
2.4 XML Schema Definition
Of all the available schema specification formats, XSDs are quite popular because
of their prominent features. They define building blocks of XML documents, el-
ements, and attributes that can appear in an XML document; the default and
fixed values of elements and attributes; and the number and order of child ele-
ments. Unlike other schema documents, XSDs are verbose and define the data
types of attributes and elements. The syntax of XSD is similar to that of XML,
which makes parsing XSD files accessible simple to implement and apply.
Though DTDs are one of the preferred schema specification formats they are
slowly fading out as they suffer from certain drawbacks such as not allowing
definition of the types of elements or attributes. They also have no way to
specify constraints between elements, which us needed to determine relational key
semantics. Considering these shortcomings, we chose XSD as the XML schema
document for our schema-aware system. The following section expands on some
of the vital components of XSD.
2.4.1 XSD Constructs
XML Schema Definition files allow a variety of valid components and component
relationships. In this section, we introduce the constructs and tags of XSD files
that are important for our purposes.
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Figure 2.1: XML Schema code, defining attribute tags.
• Attribute: The attribute tag defines the name and type of attributes that
may occur in an XML documents. Figure 2.1 depicts attributes in an XSD
file. They are optional by default and may have a default or fixed value
specified. An attribute is always declared as a simple type.
• Element: Like attribute, the element tag in an XSD file also provides in-
formation about the name, type, and occurrence of elements in the corre-
sponding XML document. The tag also defines constraints including like
minimum and maximum occurrences, default and fixed values. Figure 2.2
shows an example of elements in an XSD file. An element is of simple type
if it contains just text and is of complex type if it holds other elements or
has attributes.
• Complex Type: A complex type element is a type definition for XML ele-
ments that may contain elements and attributes. The following figure 2.3
illustrates a sample complex type element. It defines the structure, content,
Figure 2.2: XML Schema code, defining element tags.
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Figure 2.3: XML schema code, defining complex type element.
and attributes of an element. The content can includes special, reserved
tag elements like <group>, <sequence>, <choice>, and <all>. Similarly,
attributes of complex type can be defined using tags <attribute>, <at-
tributeGroup>, and <anyAttribute>.
• Key: The <key> element is reserves as a means to define a primary key
relationship, in the same manner as a primary key in the relational database
model unique and appear explicitly in the XML document. A key element
contains <name>, <selector> and <field> child elements. The <field>
element specifies the element or attribute names that must be unique. The
<selector> tag contains the XML path of the values that occur in a sibling
<field>.
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Figure 2.4: Occurrences of <key> and <keyref> elements in an XSD.
• Key Reference: Complementary to <key> the <keyref> element contains
<name>, <selector>, <field>, and <refer> elements and is similar to a
foreign key in the relational model. The tag <refer> holds a <key> ele-
ment which is a referred element of <keyref>. Both <key> and <keyref>
elements define identity constraints of XML documents. An example is
shown in figure 2.4.
2.5 Relational Database Management Systems
Database often contain large amounts of data. The primary goals of a Database
Management System (DBMS) are to provide convenient and efficient means to
store and retrieve structured collections of information. Data management also
facilitates the integrity of the information stored.
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A data model provides a way to describe the design of a database. There
are various data models available in widespread use. The relational data model
is the most widely used data model. It uses a collection of tables to represent
data and the relationships among those data. Relational Database Management
Systems (RDBMS) often play a pivotal role in the growth of an organization as
the amount and complexity of their data increases over time.
A relational schema defines the structure of a database, which including tables,
columns/attributes, primary and foreign keys and type information. A relational
database consists of a collection of tables, each of which is assigned a unique name.
Each table can have multiple columns, and each column has a unique name and
data type. Tables hold tuples or rows. Candidate keys specify alternative ways of
uniquely identifying rows. One of the candidate keys of a relation can be chosen
as the table’s primary key. A foreign key is a set of one or more columns in
which the values refer to a primary key of another table, such that each value of
a foreign key is the same as a value of a primary key in the referred table.
To demonstrate our system functionality, we use the XML Schema Definition
(XSD) shown in figure 2.5. The document defines the structure of an XML file
that includes customers, orders, and shipping information. In the next chapter,
we use this XSD file to illustrate how the system suggests a schema then supports
operations for modifying that schema.
14
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Overview of Mapping Techniques
XML to relational mapping techniques can be categorized into schema-aware and
schema-oblivious based on the inputs used for this transformation. In the schema-
aware approach, mapping techniques make use of XML schema specifications to
determine the relational schema whereas the schema-oblivious techniques do not
consider XML schema instead directly use XML document. Document Type
Descriptors (DTD), XML Schema Definition Language (XSD), Relax NG are
the various XML schema languages. This section reviews some of the mapping
techniques and relates them with our system.
3.1 Schema Oblivious Techniques
3.1.1 Edge Mapping
Edge Mapping [14] is one of the earliest works done in the field of converting
XML data into Relational data. The primary goal of this work is to build a
system that supports storing and querying of simple XML schemes. This system
does not prompt for any inputs from its users and does not require any of the
17
Figure 3.1: Sample XML code, defining a Customer data.
supporting XML schema specification documents.
This system assigns an object id to each element present in the XML docu-
ment. It adds an edge between the element and corresponding sub element or its
data types. Each edge is labeled with the name of its sub element. The resulting
relational schema stores all the edge information in a single table titled as the
Edge table. The table columns include the source object id and target of an
edge, the edge label, flag that signifies whether the edge is a reference or a data
type and an ordinal number as the edges are numbered. Table 3.1 represents the
resulting schema obtained by applying Edge mapping technique on the customer
XML data shown in figure 3.1.
As mentioned earlier, this system only handles simple XML documents. In-
dependent of the input XML document the output relational schema remains the
same. As only one table holds all the information, querying on the table becomes
18
Table 3.1: Edge Schema representation of the Customer Data in figure 3.1.
cumbersome if there is a high degree of nesting in the original XML document.
This method is not a good way to store a large, deeply nested XML documents.
3.1.2 DTD- Independent Schema Mapping
The paper by Zin Mar Kyu et al. [17] suggests a schema oblivious mapping
technique and explains the development of a relational schema from an input
XML document. This process includes two different mappings DTD-independent
schema mapping which extract table names and attributes to create a document
schema and data mapping extracts XML and stores it into relational tables.
In DTD-independent schema mapping, the system parses through an input
XML document and retrieves elements, attributes, and their values into element
list and attribute list. The columns of these lists include name, value, and id
or start id, end id, and parent id. It parses the element list to generate a new
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list comprising of no repeated elements. From the latest element list the system
extracts the table name list, all the elements with more than one child elements
makes entry into this list. Elements in the table name list, attribute list and
element list are mapped to create a relational schema. As mentioned earlier, each
table name element has an associated start id, which acts as primary key. Data
mapping makes use of element values from the initial element list to populate the
tuples of relational schema tables.
This approach is reliable if the XML document does not have a supporting
schema document, users are interested in regression mapping i.e., Relational to
XML mapping. Though the paper provides one of the efficient schema-oblivious
mapping techniques it fails in certain aspects. The resulting schema tables only
hold customized primary keys, introduced by the system and each table has the
end id column, which can be an overhead. The final relational schema might
involve certain trivial tables. For example tables with their only columns as start
id and end id and this paper does not outline a way to discard these tables.
3.2 Schema Aware Techniques
3.2.1 Shared Inlining
The mapping strategies proposed by Shanmugasundaram et al. [24] are the pri-
mary ones to illustrate that it is indeed possible to use commercial relational
database systems to evaluate powerful queries over XML documents. It has over-
come some of the problems of storing all the XML data in a single relational ta-
ble. This strategy used Document Type Descriptors (DTDs) [11] as their schema
language to generate a relational schema. Then it parses the XML document
20
Figure 3.2: DTD document, defining Customer data.
conforming input DTD and loads them into tuples of relational tables.The fig-
ure 3.3 shows the equivalent Shared Inlining Mapping of a DTD Customer data
in the figure 3.2.
Our system incorporates one of these mapping approaches known as shared
inlining, elements with multiple occurrences transforms into tables whereas el-
ements with a single occurrence are columns of the table corresponding to its
parent element. Generating the relational schema for this mapping strategy is
more complicated than the simple edge schema but anything of this nature is
essential for large, deeply nested XML documents.
3.2.2 Constraints-Preserving Inlining
The algorithm suggested by Dongwon Lee et al. [20] known as Constraints-
Preserving Inlining Algorithm (CPI) converts an XML schema specification to
Figure 3.3: Shared Inlining Mapping of Sample Data.
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a relational schema while preserving semantic constraints of the original XML
schema. Here the XML schema specification denotes the document type definition
(DTD) document. Many of the XML-to-Relational transformation algorithms
suggested till then was mainly focusing on the structural conversion [12–14, 24]
ignoring the semantic constraints hidden in the original DTD. This algorithm
identifies various semantics constraints in the original DTD and preserves them
by rewriting the same in the final relational schema.
In a DTD declaration, there exist four possible cardinality relations between
an element and its sub-elements.
1. (0,1): An element can have either zero or one sub-element.
2. (1,1): An element must have one and only one sub-element.
3. (0,N): An element can have zero or more sub-elements.
4. (1,N): An element can have one or more sub-elements.
From the above relations, three constraints can be inferred. The first con-
straint is if a sub-element can be null or not. This can be implemented in a
relational database by using the “NULL” or “NOT NULL” clause. The second
constraint restricts an element to have at most one sub-element and is known
as singleton constraint [28]. This constraint is one kind of Equality-Generating
Dependency (EGDs) and can be enforced by “UNIQUE” construct. Final con-
straint is for a given an element, whether its sub-element should occur or not.
This is one of the categories of tuple-generating dependencies. TGDs in a rela-
tional model require that some tuples of a certain form be present in the table.
Child and Parent constraints are two useful forms of TGDs.
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Table 3.2: Cardinality relationships and the Semantic Constraints.
CPI algorithm extends the structural mapping of DTD to relational schema by
introducing semantic constraints. In addition to CPI, Dongwon Lee et al. [18–20]
suggest two more algorithms Nesting-based Translation (NeT) and Constraints-
based Translation (CoT) for translating Relational schema to XML schema. This
paper makes significant contribution to the mapping techniques but the XML
schema used in these techniques is DTD, which is not the latest version of XML
schemas. Parsing DTD document is cumbersome when compared to that of
parsing XSD, latest XML schema version. DTD documents does not provide
information corresponding to the data types of the elements, which is a major
drawback as this information is very vital for determining relational schema.
3.2.3 ShreX
ShreX [8, 9] is an XML to Relational mapping framework, provided the first
end-to-end solution to the relational storage of XML data problem. It makes
use of XML schema to establish mappings from XML to relational schema. It
contributed several new mapping strategies to the existing ones [10, 13, 14, 23]
and provides an API to access the mapping information. A user can specify the
mappings by including annotations in an XML schema. As there exist multiple
methods to associate annotations, ShreX is capable of expressing a wide range of
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mappings.
The system allows users to annotate either manually or by using the interface
provided. The annotation processor parses an annotated XML schema to check
the mapping validity and creates the corresponding relational schema. Then the
system accepts an XML document as input and loads the tuples into the relational
database.
Annotations specify how to represent elements of an XML schema definition
language in the corresponding relational schema. The annotations supported by
the system are modifying an attribute or an element into a new table, altering a
table name or a column name or a column type and mapping an element or an
attribute to a CLOB column.
Though ShreX design overlaps with the design of our system, there exist
considerable differences between both the systems. Unlike ShreX, our system
extracts the identity constraints from an input XSD, appends the same in the
relational schema. It utilizes counters as keys when the input XML schema def-
inition document fails to provide key constraint information. But, ShreX uses
only counters as the primary and foreign keys in the relational schema irrespec-
tive of the information provided in the input document. Our system supports
operations like Split a Table, Merge Tables, Delete a Table, Delete Columns and
Reset Schema. Users can perform all these operations using the user interface.




In this chapter, we present the design, implementation, and analysis of our system
in following steps:
1. Using XML Schema Object Model (XSOM) [7], the system parses XML
Schema Definition file and generates equivalent Relational Database Model.
2. Various schema operations our system supports enabling users to alter the
relational schema.
3. Once the user finalizes schema, the next step is to fill the rows of the schema
tables. For this step, the system uses DOM parser [2] and accepts an XML
document as input.
4. The key segments of the user interface.
4.1 Suggest Schema
In this step, the System parses through the input XSD and extracts various data
components. These components include obtaining table names, columns, keys,
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and XML paths. Besides, it also handles a variety of elements by introducing
new keys and tables wherever necessary. This step involves following segments:
1. Excerpt Table Names and Columns
2. Extract Keys
3. Introduce Keys
4. Handling Recurring Elements
5. Generate XML Paths
4.1.1 Excerpt Table Names and Columns
Initially, the system excerpts elements, attributes, and their data types. Elements
can be either complex type or simple type. All elements with their types as
complex are table names in the resulting suggested schema. The simple type
child elements and the attributes of the complex type elements are columns of
the respective tables. The Suggested schema in the Figure 4.1 shows the complex
type element “FullAddress” and its child elements of the XSD file in figure 2.5 are
mapped into a table name and corresponding columns in the suggested relational
schema.
4.1.2 Extract Keys
Here, the system fetches the identity keys and associated element information
from the schema document. Identity keys indicate either primary keys or foreign
keys and or unique keys. The associated element information involves the table
names to which each of these keys belongs. In the case of foreign keys, the
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system extracts additional information about the referring table. The system
appends this key data to the existing schema information. The suggested schema
in figure 4.1 demonstrates this instance, the key with name “CustomerIDKey” in
the example XML schema document is the primary key of the table “Customer”.
4.1.3 Introduce Keys
The system loops through all the tables in the schema and checks if each of them
has any keys associated with them because relational schema makes no sense
without keys. If they do not possess either a primary key or a foreign key, the
system checks parent table for the keys.
If the parent table holds a primary key, then the system adds this column
as the new foreign key of the table with parent table as the reference and adds
the same to the child table column list. The “CustomerID” key of the table
“FullAddress” in the suggested schema is an example of this occurrence.
If the parent table includes a foreign key but not a primary key, then the
system introduces a new primary key to the parent table. The name of this
primary key includes the table name and the string “PKID” separated by a
hyphen (-). The same key acts as the foreign key for the table with reference
table being the parent table. Here, the columns are unique if their labels, data
types and XML paths are same. The primary key “Order-PKID” of the table
“Order” in the suggested schema illustrates this instance.
4.1.4 Handling Recurring Elements
Elements in the schema document can occur more than once. If elements with
complex type are recurring then no problem persists as they form a separate table
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and each of its occurrence in the XML document will be a separate row in the
table. Whereas, a recurring simple element is not fair as a single table cannot
support multiple occurrences of the same column.
If any of the simple type elements are recurring, the system introduces a new
table. This recurring simple element and the primary key of the parent table
are the new table columns. Here parent table indicates the parent of the simple
element. The new table key is the foreign key and refers to the primary key of
the parent table. The table “Phone-Home” of the suggested schema falls into
this category
4.1.5 Generate XML Paths
While extracting elements and columns from the XML schema definition docu-
ment. The system constructs XML paths [6] for all the parent elements or table
names. These XML paths are useful for populating the table values.
If the parent element of a table is also a table in the schema, the table will
inherit the XML path from its parent. The system implements this inheritance
as most of the child and parent tables share the primary keys. For retrieving the
table values from an XML document, the system considers the XML path of the
parent instead of the actual XML path, as the primary key values are present
in the path of the parent table. XML paths of all the tables generated by the
system are shown in the suggested schema.
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Figure 4.1: Suggested Relational Schema for the example XSD in figure 2.5.
Our system is examined against various XML Schema documents whose struc-
ture resembles the one shown in the figure 2.5 and it works flawlessly generating
relational schemas with the above features. The structure accommodates nested
complex type elements with a varying number of occurrences, all kinds of identity
keys and child elements of complex types with zero or multiple occurrences.
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Figure 4.1 describes the suggested schema for the example XSD in figure 2.5.
The schema information presented in the 4.1 is organized in the following order:
1. Name of the table.
2. List of attribute information separated by “;” and attribute information
includes column name and its type.
3. Primary key (PK) with its data type separated by “:”.
4. Foreign key (FK), data type and referred table partitioned by “:”.
5. XML path that should used for populating tables.
4.2 Alter Schema
The suggested relational schema may not convince the user. So, our system allows
users to perform a set of operations on the suggested schema using an inbuilt user
interface. The set of operations to alter suggested schema include:
1. Split Tables
2. Merge Tables
3. Delete Table Columns




Figure 4.2: Split tables operation on the “Customer” table.
4.2.1 Split Tables
The number of columns in tables suggested by the tool might be large or some
columns in a table are vital and they need to be a part of a separate table. To
address scenarios like these, this tool allows the user to perform Split operation
on Tables.
The user interface allows users to select multiple columns, which need to be
part of the new table. Then, the system creates a new table, whose column list
includes selected columns and a foreign key referring to the parent table. The
parent table name appended with “-1” is the name of the new table. Here, the
parent table is the one on which split action occurred. XML path of the new
table is similar to that of its parent table. The primary key of the parent table
will be the foreign key of the new table.
The figure 4.2 illustrates creating a new table with “Fax” as column by choos-
ing Split table operation on the “Customer” table and the figure 4.3 shows the
newly formed table “Customer-1” and altered table “Customer”.
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Figure 4.3: “Customer” and “Customer-1” tables after Split Tables action.
4.2.2 Merge Tables
In some instances, suggested schema is more effective if tables with similar prop-
erties merge to form a new table.
The user can perform this merge action by choosing two different tables with
similar properties in the user interface. This forms the new table with its columns
being an augmentation of all non-key columns from the selected tables and a
primary or foreign key column. After this operation, the resulting schema includes
the new merged table and excludes two tables used for the merge operation.
The label for the new table is the combination of two merged table names
separated by a hyphen(’-’). The similar properties correspond to tables with
Figure 4.4: Merge tables operation on tables “FullAddress” and “Phone-Home”.
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Figure 4.5: Updated table list and new table attributes after Merge Tables oper-
ation.
same primary keys or a foreign key of one table referring to the other table
chosen for the merge operation.
In the figure 4.4, two tables “Customer” and “Phone” are chosen for merge
operation and the resulting table list and new table “Customer-Phone” columns
are shown in figure 4.5.
4.2.3 Delete Table Columns
The system gives a provision to delete some columns from tables. The user can
choose a table of his interest from the user interface and then corresponding
column list gets updated accordingly, the user can choose one or more columns
to delete. The system updates the table with the new column list. This operation
does not acknowledge deletion of primary and foreign keys.
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Figure 4.6: The columns of the ShipInfo table selected for deletion.
This task is helpful if any of the column lists in the suggested schema include
keys with minimal importance. Figure 4.6 illustrates a user selecting columns
of “ShipInfo” table to perform delete operation and the figure 4.7 shows the
resulting columns of “ShipInfo” table.
Figure 4.7: The “ShipInfo” table after Deleting columns.
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Figure 4.8: The “Customer-1” table selected for deletion.
4.2.4 Delete a Table
Users can delete tables from the schema if no other table refers to them and if
they are not a part of suggested schema. To perform this action users can select
a table from table list using the user interface and the system deletes the table
from resulting schema accordingly.
Figure 4.9: The “Customer-1” table removed from the new schema table list.
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The figure 4.8 depicts deletion of the table “Customer-1” and the table list of
the resulting schema is shown in the figure 4.9.
4.2.5 Rename Tables
In some of the previous schema operations, the system has generated some new
tables and labeled them using some predefined conventions. These predefined
conventions might not be the appropriate labels for the tables. To address these
circumstances, this system provides flexibility to re-label the newly constructed
tables with the choice of the user.
To perform this action, the user needs to select the “Rename” operations
followed by the table to rename in the user interface and then provide a new label
for the elected table in the text editor. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 shows the name of
the table is changed from “FullAddress-Phone-Home” to “CustomerAddress”. A
sample final schema after a series of operations is shown in the figure 4.14.
Figure 4.10: The “FullAddress-Phone-Home” table is being renamed as “Cus-
tomerAddress”.
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Figure 4.11: The new “CustomerInfo” table attributes after rename operation.
4.2.6 Reset Schema
This allows the user to regain the suggested schema after performing a set of
operations on them. This helps the user to correct his actions by restoring the
schema to the original one. The user can perform this action just by selecting
“Reset” operation from the operations list from the user interface.
The figure 4.12 presents the resulting table list after performing the reset
operation and the schema resembles same as the suggested schema shown in the
figure 4.1.
4.3 Populate Tables
After performing a series of operations on the suggested schema, users confirms
the final schema. The system is now accessible to populate the table values from
an XML document. The XML document should obey the structure of the XML
schema definition. Once the user finalizes the schema, the system requests for
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Figure 4.12: The new table list after performing reset operation.
the input XML document.
To populate the schema tables, the system loops through the final schema
and retrieves table names and their individual XML paths. Using these paths,
the system fetches all the node lists existing in the respective paths. Then, the
system iterates through the column elements and excerpts the same from the
elements of the node lists to fill the tables.
The Primary and Foreign key values introduced by the system that are not
part of the input XML Schema document are populated using counters.
Figure 4.13: “Customer” table with values.
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4.4 The user interface
The user interface is one of the key component of our system as it enables users
in selecting appropriate schema by performing specific operations on suggested
schema. For the implementation of the user interface, various concepts of Swing,
a graphical user interface toolkit [4] are utilized. The user interface implemented
by our system is shown in the figure 4.15.
Figure 4.14: Sample relational schema after performing a series of operations.
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4.4.1 Action Combo Box
This combo box is a drop-down list for the operations supported by the system
on the suggested schema. It allows the user to select his choice of action on
the schema. The operation list includes “Split Tables”, “Merge Tables”, “Delete
Columns”, “Delete a Table”, “Rename Table” and “Reset Schema”. Based on
the user’s choice, the system updates the user interface. For instance, if the user
opts to merge then the system activates both the table combo boxes allowing the
user to select his choice of tables.
4.4.2 Table Combo Boxes
The user interface comprises of two table combo boxes, each of them displays
the table lists. The nature of the operation decides if a table box is active or
not. Primary Table box is active during almost all the operations, whereas the
secondary one is active only during the merge operation. As the user selects a
table, the system updates the table models with columns of the table.
4.4.3 Table Models
Two table models used in the user interface displays the comprehensive infor-
mation regarding the selected table. This includes column names, column types,
and if a column is a primary or a foreign key. They allow users to select the
rows during “Split Tables” and “Delete Columns” actions. Once a user selects
the table combo box the corresponding table model gets activated.
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4.4.4 Text Editor
The text area occupies a major part of the user interface. Initially, it displays
the suggested schema, as the user performs operations, the system updates the
schema on the display. This text area also allows the user to input the new table
name during the “Rename Table” operation. If the user selects the operation type
as “Rename Table” and the table of his choice the display area clears the schema
and waits for the user to enter the new table name. Once the user concludes
rename operation, the text area gets back to the schema display mode. In this
way, the text area serves multi-purpose in the user interface.
Figure 4.15: The user interface layout.
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Chapter 5
System Analysis using TEI
XML Schema Definition files of XML and TEI documents with varying com-
plexity levels are fed into our system to monitor its functionality. The following
key points include the system effectiveness and limitations in converting these
documents into relational data.
• The system successfully shreds input XSDs to suggest equivalent relational
schema for all the input files that are relational in nature. Here, rela-
tional nature corresponds to hierarchical relation among the elements and
supporting identity constraint information of the input schema documents.
Consider the figure 5.1, it represents XML Schema Definition file of TEI
document, which is relational in nature and its equivalent relational schema
suggested by the system in the figure 5.3.
• It parses all the XML Schema Definition files containing tags like <com-
plexType>, <sequence>, <choice>, <any>, <key>, <keyref>, <simple-
Content>and other common tags like <element>, <attribute>. It fails to
capture information from the input schema files if they include advanced
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Figure 5.1: An XML Schema Definition file defining a TEI structure.
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element components like <restriction>, <fixed>, <default> tags.
• It utilizes the key information from input schema document to introduce
the primary and foreign keys in the output suggested relational schema.
Keys are essential for a good relational data model because they ensure
row-level accessibility by allowing each record in a table to be precisely
identified. Consider the figure 5.1, the key information of this XSD file in-
cludes two keys, <head> and <type>. Our system parses this information
and appends these columns as the primary keys of the tables <listwit> and
<listbibl> in the relational schema, the same is shown in the figure 5.3. Our
system is tightly coupled with the identity constraints of the input XML
Schema document to suggest relational schema and certain schema opera-
tions are also dependent on the input key information.
• Our system preserves and transforms the hierarchical nature of XML doc-
uments into relational nature by inheriting the primary key of the parent
element table as foreign key of the child element table referring to the par-
ent table. The system enables this inheritance during the suggested schema
phase of mapping. The same is illustrated in the figure 5.3 the element
<type> is the primary key of the table <listbibl> and foreign key of the
table <bibl>.
• Element <witness> in the figure 5.2 is a recurring simple element with
“xs:string” type. This implies that the simple element <witness> occurs
multiple times within its parent element <listwit>, this is one of the promi-
nent feature supported by the XML documents. If the system maps this
column as part of the table <listwit> then the concept of primary key
fails because after populating tables one can observe that same primary
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Figure 5.2: Sample TEI XSD code with recurring simple element.
key value occurs multiple times as the table has multiple <witness>values
against the same primary key value <head> in the example. To address this
difference in nature between the XML documents and Relational Databases
our system introduces new table for simple elements with multiple occur-
rences along with the primary key of parent table as the foreign key of the
new table.
• Due to the heterogeneous nature of XML and Relational Databases, there
might exist other possible relational schemas than the one suggested by
the mapping technique. The system provides users provision to alter the
suggested schema by performing certain operations mentioned in the section
4.2, providing flexibility to obtain the appropriate relational schema for the
input XML Schema document. All these operations involve simple decision-
making and easy to perform, making our XML to relational system a semi-
automated tool as it automatically suggests relational schema for the input
XML and TEI documents and then allows human intervention.
• Even though all the schema operations are easy to perform, users are ex-
pected to have a minimal knowledge regarding the concepts of relational
tables for decision-making. For example, consider TEI or XML experts, as
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they have a profound knowledge of concepts of hierarchical nature and the
relationship among the elements, decision making becomes quite simple.
• Once a user finalizes schema, the system prompts for an XML document
and this document is expected to be valid with respect to the input XML
schema document. The system does not include an XML schema validator
to check the validity of the input XML document. It throws an error and
leaves the tables unpopulated if the input XML document is not a valid
document.




XML is a major standard for transmitting information over the Internet. Rela-
tional databases are a ubiquitous data storage and processing model. Transform-
ing data between these two models is a key research area. This Thesis introduces
a flexible, schema-aware mapping technique for converting XML data into an ap-
propriate relational models by combining automatic and manual schema design.
Our system generates relational data models for input TEI critical texts which
are input to the the Improvise visualization environment. This approach helps in
storing, querying, and analyzing input XML data and assists scholars to analyze
TEI data and draw conclusions.
The first half of this thesis document introduced the motivation for this
project, challenges in the conversion process, a summary of associated technolo-
gies, and a summary of current approaches to the problem. Advantages and
disadvantages of several existing mapping techniques, and some of their promi-
nent features incorporated into our system, were described. By using existing
approaches, we conclude that a schema-aware mapping technique an most appro-
priate and effective method of conversion. Having a supporting schema document
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describing XML as input is essential; XML Schema Definition documents are a
suitable choice among the several schema supporting documents.
In the second half discusses the design and implementation of the mapping
technique followed by the key components of the system. Introduces the prin-
cipal strategies of our mapping techniques to develop suggested schema, the set
of actions users can perform to obtain an appropriate schema and the system
analysis.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• A comprehensive data translation system shreds input XML documents
into an equivalent relational database model using a schema-aware mapping
technique.
• Unlike existing systems, our system allows users to choose the best suitable
schema by performing simple operations.
• To the best of our knowledge, this system is the first one to consider identity
constraints of the input XSD file in suggesting the relational schema.
• The system design is modular and easily accommodates changes and ex-
tensions to the system.
• By providing an XML Schema Definition file, a Text Encoding Initiative
file can also be converted into its corresponding relational model.
• The system has the ability to accomplish the mapping of complex input
XML files into relational databases quite efficiently.
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The current system reflects an attempt to design an efficient XML to relational
mapping system with simple human intervention. Work in the TEI, XML, and
Relational Database areas are so broad and diverse that there is a lot of scope
for introducing new features into our system. Special consideration was taken
during the design of the system to make it extensible for adding future features.
A few of the potentially interesting extensions for our project include:
• Introducing new schema operations beyond the existing operations, such as
adding primary keys, adding foreign keys, ordering columns, and rename
columns.
• The current user interface is simple and can be augmented with new fea-
tures, such as a visual tool to display the XML trees of selected tables.
• Allowing users to perform data wrangling operations, such as to split ex-
isting column values using separators.
• Generate XML and XSD documents from the populated relational tables;
in other words, an efficient mapping technique to transform Relational data
back to XML. This is much simpler direction to process.
• Capability to shred input XML Schema documents involving other elements
or tags that are not taken into consideration in the current design, such as
“default”, “fixed” , “restriction”.
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